In this paper, we study certain compact 4-manifolds with non-negative sectional curvature K. If s is the scalar curvature and W + is the self-dual part of Weyl tensor, then it will be shown that there is no metric g on S 2 × S 2 with both (i) K > 0 and (ii)
Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in 4-dimensional Riemannian manifolds of nonnegative sectional curvature. For simplicity, we denote the sectional curvature by K. By K ≥ 0, we mean that all sectional curvatures are non-negative.
First, let us say a few words about non-compact 4-manifolds of non-negative sectional curvature. According to a theorem of Cheeger-Gromoll, any complete noncompact 4-manifold of K ≥ 0 is diffeomorphic to a vector bundle over a compact totally geodesic submanifold N of dimension ≤ 3, (cf. [CG] ). R. Hamilton classified all 3-manifolds of non-negative Ricci curvature (cf. In what follows, we will only consider compact simply-connected closed 4-manifolds of non-negative curvature. There is a uniform upper bound for Betti numbers of non-negatively curved manifolds given by Gromov (cf. [Gr 1 ]). This fact and a theorem of Freedman imply that there are only finitely many non-homeomorphic 4-manifolds of non-negative sectional curvature (cf. [L] p4-5). It would be interesting to know which 4-manifolds can carry a metric of K ≥ 0.
We would like to mention some relevant facts which indicates some difficulties to classify all non-negatively curved 4-manifolds. carries Kähler-Einstein metrics of positive Ricci curvature for 3 ≤ k ≤ 8 (cf. [TY] ).
Furthermore, J. Cheeger in fact construct metrics on CP 2 #CP 2 and CP 2 #CP 2 of non-negative sectional curvature (cf. [Ch] ).
Hence, our first attempt is to study non-negatively curved 4-manifolds with an extra condition. Then M is diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 2 and g is a product of metrics of K ≥ 0.
We only consider 4-manifolds of indefinite type, since any 1-connected smooth closed 4-manifold M of definite type is homotopy equivalent to # k 1 CP 2 for some k ≥ 1 (cf. [L] p3-6). Poon showed that # explicitly for all k ≥ 1 (cf. [P] , [DF] − W + ≥ 0 and K > 0, then S is unstable.
The existence of some minimal 2-spheres was given by Sacks and Uhlenbeck.
Their result was improved and applied to the proof of Frankel's conjecture by Siu- Yau and to the topology of 3-manifolds by Meeks-Yau and Schoen-Yau (cf. [SiY] , [ScY] ). Some non-existence of minimal 2-spheres in 4-manifolds were also derived by Futaki (cf. [Fut] ). Progress has been made by Micallef, Moore, Wolfson and others (cf. [MM] , [MW] ).
Although our second approach is less successful than the first one in this paper, the minimal surface theory of 4-manifolds may deserve the further investigation and improvement. Hence, in section 3, we provide ourselves with some useful tools. For example, we will derive a new version of the second variational formula for minimal surfaces in 4-manifold. The coefficient in this formula has a term which is exactly equal to s 6 − W + . Our method is different from [MW] . Some relevant facts may be found in [A] and [Ka] .
Conventions. K will always stand for the sectional curvature. We also denote the scalar curvature by s. W + (resp. W − ) is the self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual) part of the Weyl tensor of a given Riemannian 4-manifold. The curvature operator willbe denoted by R. These notations will be used throughout this paper.
The plan of this paper goes as follows. In what follows, we always assume that M 4 is an oriented smooth simply-connected closed 4-manifold. It is well-known that the intersection form ω on H 2 (M, R)
is non-degenerate and symmetric, since M is 1-connected. By b
we mean the number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of ω, counting multiplicities. For any given metric g on M , s stands for the scalar curvature of g. The self-dual part (resp. anti-self-dual) of the Weyl tensor is denoted by W + (resp. W − ).
We begin with 
, where ∇ is the covariant derivative of g (cf.
[FU] p213). Hence, one sees that
Since s 6 − W + ≥ 0, both terms are non-negative and so vanish. It follows from ∇α = 0 that α is a parallel 2-from. Hence, α = const and we may assume that α 2 = 2. Since * α = α, for any given point p ∈ M , there is a dual orthonormal
where {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 } is the dual of {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }. Using α, one can introduce an almost complex structure J by letting Je 1 = e 2 , Je 3 = e 4 , Je 2 = −e 1 and Je 4 = −e 3 . The condition ∇α = 0 implies that ∇J = 0. Hence, the Nijenhuis tensor of J vanishes. It follows from the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem that J is integrable and (M, g) is a Kähler manifold (cf. [KN] p123-124). In this case, the expression W + will be derived in Corollary 2.11. Lemma 1.1 has some interesting applications. 
Proof. Kähler surfaces with non-negative holomorphic bi-sectional curvature has been classified by Howard and Smyth (cf. [HS] ). The holomorphic bi-sectional curvature can be defined as following
where J is the complex structure of (M 4 , g) and
Since (M, g) is Kähler, we know that ∇J = 0 and
The Bianchi identity and
Now, if sectional curvature are non-negative, then
The rest of proof immediately follows from [HS] . 7
The Howard-Smyth's result is a special case of the generalized Frankel's conjecture which has been solved by N. Mok (cf. [Mok] ).
Theorem A implies that there is no metric g on S 2 × S 2 which satisfies K > 0 
is a product of metrics of non-negative curvature on each factor.
Proof. Since π 1 (M 4 ) = 0, H 2 (M 4 ) has no torsion. We divide the proof into two cases.
It follows from Freedman's theorem that M 4 has to be homeomorphic to S 4 (cf.
Using Lemma 1.1, one sees that (M 4 , g) is Kähler. One can now apply HowardSmyth's theorem as in the proof of Theorem A.
The curvature condition s 6 − W + ≥ 0 (or s 6 − W − ≥ 0) will be discussed in the next section.
Section 2. A result of Hamilton and Some Examples
In this section, we will give an alternative proof of Hamilton's result on the 8 classification of 4-manifolds with non-negative curvature operators. We also want to construct an 1-family of twisted metrics on S 2 × S 2 with s 6 − W + ≥ 0. First, we begin with the Singer-Thorpe description of curvature tensor (cf. [SiTh] ). Let M n be n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with tangent space T p (M )
at the point p ∈ M . The curvature operator R at p is the self-adjoint linear endomorphism:
on the second exterior power Λ 2 (T p M ) of the tangent space defined by formula:
for X, Y, U, V ∈ T p M , where the inner product , are defined by the Riemannian metric g and R is the usual Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor defined by (1.2).
The curvature tensor R of g has the following decomposition:
Now suppose n = 4 and let M be given an orientation. Then the Hodge star
and Thorpe show that * W * = W . Therefore, the Weyl tensor decomposes into two
Using (2.2) we get
where B t is the transpose of B.
The following observation was made in [MW] and [MM] .
Lemma 2.1. ([MW]) (i) If
Proof. The proof can be found in [MM] and [MW] . Since we want to use this proof later on, we reproduce it here.
Let {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } be a locally defined and positively oriented orthonormal frame of (M 4 , g) and set η 1 = e 1 ∧ e 2 + e 3 ∧ e 4 η 2 = e 1 ∧ e 3 − e 2 ∧ e 4 η 3 = e 1 ∧ e 4 + e 2 ∧ e 3
Clearly, {
, for a given point p, we may assume 
For the same reason, one gets In case (i), R. Hamilton indeed showed that M 4 is diffeomorphic to S 4 . Our proof does not yield this diffeomorphism result, but only for the homeomorphism part. Using the classification of holonomy group, Gallot and Meyer derived some relevant results (cf. [GM] ).
As we mentioned in the introduction, any closed 1-connected smooth 4-manifold of definite type is homotopy equivalent to a Riemannian manifold (M 4 , g) of
In what follows, we consider 4-manifold of indefinite type, for example,
We will construct an 1-parameter family of twisted metrics g t on S 2 × S 2 whose volumes are equal to 16π 2 and g t satisfies s 6 − W + ≥ 0 for every t. It will take several steps to express these metrics explicitly. We begin with 
Proof. For any given point p ∈ M 4 , we can choose a local holomorphic coordinate system {z 1 , z 2 } such that
where {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } is an oriented orthonormal basis of T p M .
It is easy to check that
(e 1 ∧ e 3 − e 2 ∧ e 4 ) + i 2 (e 2 ∧ e 3 + e 1 ∧ e 4 ).
Hence we get η 1 = e 1 ∧ e 2 + e 3 ∧ e 4 = i(
It is also known that R(Z 1 ∧ Z 2 ) = R(Z 1 ∧Z 2 ) = 0, since (M 4 , g) is Kähler (cf.
[KN] p155-159). Thus,
Using (2.10) and the fact that tr(W + ) = 0, we conclude
11)
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.8. 
Proof. It follows from (2.3) and (2.9) that
This completes the proof.
Example 2.12. First, we consider S 2 × S 2 . Let h 0 be the product of standard metric on each factor, say h 0 = ρ 1 ⊕ρ 2 . Suppose that ϕ is a smooth function defined on S 2 × S 2 whose mixed derivatives are not zero. This means that if (z 1 , z 2 ) is a local coordinate system of CP
We define
It can be shown that g t is not a product metric as long as ε = 0. Since g t = is cohomologuous to h t , the Kähler class of g t varies as t changes. However, it follows from the Stokes' theorem that vol(M, g t ) = vol(M, h t ) = 16π 2 . Furthermore, for a fixed ϕ, the scalar curvature of g t is strictly positive when ε → 0. Hence, Two examples indicate that, for minimal 2-sphere S in a Riemannian 4-manifold (M 4 , g), the stability of S is related to the twisted property of its normal bundle.
The topology of the normal bundle of S is clearly related to the intersection form of M 4 evaluated at the homology class of S. In fact, Kawai, Micallef and Wolfson have derived some interesting results in this direction. In order to prove Theorem C, we shall recall some useful facts in [Ka] and [MW] , and we will also make some additional observation.
3.1. The twisted property of the normal bundle. 14 Our goal is to use the intrinsic curvature of the normal bundle to study the instability of minimal 2-spheres. The intrinsic curvature of a normal bundle determines its own twisted properties.
Let S be an oriented surface minimal immersed in an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M 4 , g) and N (S) be the oriented normal bundle of S by orientations of S and M 4 . We simply denote N (S) by ν. Let
be the curvature tensor of normal bundle, where ∇ ⊥ is the induced covariant derivative on N (S) ⊂ T (M )| S associated with the induced metric:
and (.) N means the projection (.)
The curvature K ⊥ of the normal bundle can be defined as
where {e 1 , e 2 } is an orthonormal basis of T p (S), {e 3 , e 4 } is an orthonormal basis of N p (S) and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } gives the positive orientation of M 4 .
Our program is motivated by following observations. Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.3 is straightforward (cf. Lemma 3.15 as well). Assume that Lemma 3.3 is true, we can find a global parallel normal cross section E 3 of N (S) and E 3 = 1.
It is well-known that the second variation of areas along S in the direction δ 2 (E 3 )
can be expressed as
where K(X, Y ) is the sectional curvature of the 2-plane spanned by X and Y in (M 4 , g) and A σ is the norm of the second fundamental form in the direction σ (cf. (1.18) in [SL] ).
When K ⊥ = 0 for N (S), Lemma 3.3 indicates that there is no global non-zero parallel normal cross section in ν = N (S). Therefore, we are going to pick up some normal cross sections, which are "half-parallel" or "pseudo-holomorphic" (cf. [Ka] ).
In order to carry out this idea, we need to define a complex structure of N (S).
Let {e 3 , e 4 } be any positively oriented orthonormal basis of N p (S), we let Je 3 = e 4
and Je 4 = −e 3 . It is easy to check (cf. [Ka] )
for all X ∈ T p (S) and any normal cross-section σ in ν. There is also a natural complex structure I defined on S by the orientation and the induced metric of
Definition 3.7.
(1) A local normal cross section σ is called "half-parallel" or
where e is any real unit vector of T p S. Thus, σ is holomorphic at p if and only if
Lemma 3.10. If σ is a smooth normal cross section, then
Proof. Let θ be an 1-form on S as follows:
We claim that
where dA S is the area form of S. Since both sides are well-defined and independent of the choices of local coordinates. For any given point p ∈ S, we can choose a local orthonormal frame {E 1 , E 2 } such that
Hence we have [E 1 , E 2 ]| p = 0. By the definition and (3.6), we get
This completes the proof of (3.12) and Lemma 3.10.
We can now rewrite the second variational formula:
Theorem 3.13. Let S be an immersed minimal surface in (M 4 , g), and let K ⊥ be the curvature of the normal bundle ν of S. Then the second variation of S in the direction σ is
where e is any unit tangent vector in T p S.
Proof. The original second variational formula is given in [SL] :
It follows form Definition 3.7 (3) and (3.11) that
Remark: It is well-known that, if we let
then c 1 (ν) is equal to the Euler number of ν. We may always assume that c 1 (ν) ≥ 0 appropriately (cf. [Ka] ). When S is an immersed minimal sphere, the existence of a holomorphic normal cross section is given by the Riemann-Roch Theorem.
Furthermore, if ν is topologically trivial, then
However, when σ is holomorphic, we have
The equality holds if and only if σ is parallel. In fact, σ is closely related to K ⊥ as follows:
Lemma 3.15. Let σ be a local non-vanishing holomorphic cross section. Then
Furthermore, when S is a 2-sphere, K ⊥ (p) = 0 for all p ∈ S if and only if there is a global non-zero holomorphic cross section σ with σ = constant.
Proof. Since both sides of (3.16) are independent of the choice of S. For any given p ∈ S, we take geodesic coordinates {x, y} of (S, g| S ) at p. Let e 1 = ∂ ∂x | p and e 2 = ∂ ∂y | p . Since σ is holomorphic, one sees that
there always is a global non-zero holomorphic cross section σ, which is guaranteed by the Riemann-Roch Theorem. One can also show that σ never vanishes, since c 1 (ν) = 0. The condition K ⊥ = 0 implies that log σ is a harmonic function on S.
Hence, σ = constant.
We have seen that it is complicated to figure out how large K ⊥ σ 2 is. In the next subsection, we want to study K ⊥ extrinsically.
The Weitzenböck formula for minimal surfaces.
In what follows, we always let η = e 1 ∧ e 2 + e 3 ∧ e 4 , and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } be an orthonormal basis of (M 4 , g) with {e 1 , e 2 } ⊂ T S, {e 3 , e 4 } ⊂ N (S) = ν. We also 
we finally get Since S is minimal, we also know that (∇ e 1 e 1 + ∇ e 2 e 2 ) ⊥ = 0.
After properly choosing {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }, we may assume that (∇ e 1 e 1 ) ⊥ = −(∇ e 2 e 2 ) ⊥ = λe 4 and (∇ e 1 e 2 ) ⊥ = 0 (3.26)
where λ is a real number. Thus, we get 0 = ±λe 4 , e 3 = (∇ e j e k ) ⊥ , e 3 = A e 3 (e k ) ⊥ , e j for all j, k = 1, 2. It follows that A e 3 = 0. Using A e 3 = 0 and (3.25), we conclude that A Je 3 = 0. Hence, A = 0 and S is totally geodesic, when A ∧ A = 0. by using the Kähler property and Bianchi identity.
Suppose that (3.28) were not true, we will derive a contraction. The number of zeros of σ is equal to c 1 (ν) = 0. Hence, σ never vanishes since c 1 (ν) = 0.
By Theorem 3.18 we see that if δ 2 (σ) + δ 2 (Jσ) = 0 then A ∧ A = 0. It follows that S is totally geodesic. Therefore, ∇ ⊥ X E = ∇ X E for any normal cross-section. It follows that Using Bianchi identity and (3.28), we further get K ⊥ = K h (e 1 , e 3 ) = R(e 1 , e 3 , e 1 , e 3 ) + R(e 1 , e 4 , e 1 , e 4 ) = K(e 1 , e 3 ) + K(e 1 , e 4 ) (3.29)
Thus, (3.29) and our assumption K > 0 imply that (3.30) and c 1 (ν) = 1 2π S K ⊥ dA S > 0 which is impossible, since the normal bundle ν is trivial and c 1 (ν) = 0.
Thus, (3.28) is verified . This completes the proof of Theorem C.
Remark: In the proof of Theorem C, one can actually show that S has index 2 as follows:
[ R(e k , ζ 1 )ζ 2 , e k A ζ 1 (e k ), e k A ζ 1 (e k ), e k ]}dA S .
Since it has been proved above that δ 2 (σ) + δ 2 (Jσ) < 0, (3.28)
we may assume that δ 2 (σ) < 0. When δ(σ, Jσ) ≤ 0, one notices that δ 2 (σ + Jσ) = δ 2 (σ) + δ 2 (Jσ) + 2δ(σ, Jσ) < 0. (3.29)
In the case that δ(σ, Jσ) > 0, one can also show that δ 2 (σ − Jσ) < 0. In either case, we have two linearly independent cross sections σ and σ ± Jσ such that δ 2 (σ) < 0 and δ 2 (σ ± Jσ) < 0. Hence, index(S) ≥ 2.
